
Mission
To make life great by providing financial security, and 
promoting good health and meaningful relationships.

About
Great Eastern Life has provided millions of customers with 
peace of mind. Today, GEL is one of the leading insurance 
companies in Asia. 



WHY?

Solution
• Introduced online payment option through payment getaway and     

   SRS (Supplementary Retirement Scheme)

• Responsive design for all devices

• Intuitive design and simplify information gathering

Problem Statment
• Enable to buy product online

• Availability on mobile devices

• Long, tedious and confusing

?



Process
To solve the customer’s problem systematically and provide them 
better experience. We used this design process. 

Discover

DefineDesign

Deliver



research
User Stories

To understand the main problems of the people who are using product, I started 
with research.

To get the better insight and understanding of other existing  product, we catered user stories from the different teams and departments. 
After working closely with organisation, they have better knowledge about product and we tried to understand the different criteria required 
for current and upcoming products and how their department functions and what are their impact on product and what they are looking for.




Focus Group (with stakeholders)

ABD

Business Units

GDMCID GPD NBUGRM Product Proposition GVM SNT Staff Purchase

Understanding of Business Requirements 



o	 Brief overview about target users, previous user research, insights and previous Design Language System 

o	 Overview of need to be created products

o    Understanding the current challenges/pain points of important business units.

o	 Identifying and prioritising user stories based on MSCW principle 

Focus group interview is a tool for qualitative market research where we conducted a workshop with a group of people, who all are 
selected and asked about their opinion or perceptions about the current product.

We had discussion with different business verticals regarding their understanding and opinion of existing product and their expectations, 
suggestions for new  product. From the gathered output, we prioritised the user stories for minimum viable product.

Insights:



o	 Users need to re-enter information 

o	 Online user drop-offs during evaluation of PIPS T&Cs

o	 Users unable to track submitted application status

o	 Users not able to buy online

o	 Users not comfortable when sharing personal details at first time

o	 Users not comfortable sharing income, and financial information

o	 Users need option to choose preferred agent

o	 Sometimes need to follow-up with users for some informations

o	 Allow user to choose existing servicing agent if new PURL from another agent

o	 “Myinfo” integration and to fetch required information through singPass to reduce the form filling time.

 



Suggestions:



o	 Follow-up users who dropped off

o	 Servicing Agents unable to track users who purchased / dropped off 

o	 Agents allowed to sell online as well

o	 All discounted products must be viewed in one place

o	 Required history of all previous purchased 

Validation Matrix &

Business Rules



User persona
User persona is a semi-fictional character based on ideal customer. We created persona based on information 
about targeted audience of GEL. It helps in empathise with user, which plays a big role in solving problem.



User Journey
User journey is a tool to represent how user is interacting with product. We created as is journey to see 
how user currently interacting with physical product and tried to get the insights by understand their 
motivation, touch-points and actions. After getting that information we created improved to be journey, 
where we are able to simplify the steps.



Wireframes
Wireframes are also known as a page schematic or screen blueprint. We ideated and 
brainstormed to created wireframes for GEL. We came up with 3 different approaches and 
created low fidelity wireframes. We discussed ideas with internal teams and mutually 
agreed upon one solution for which we have created high fidelity wireframes.

Input 
Output 

Input information 
Output information 

Input 
Output

Get quote 
Show quote 
Form fill; Declaration 
Confirmation 
Payment 
Acknowledgement

LOW FIDELITY WIREFRAMES

HIGH FIDELITY WIREFRAMES



Usability testing
Customer Name          Age          Gender          Marital Status          Kids          Education

Yee Hwee	

Puey Tiong

Shawn

Esther

52

43

35

51

Male

Male

Male

Female

Married

Married

Married

Single

0

1

1

0

Bachelor’s Degree

Bachelor’s Degree

Bachelor’s Degree

Bachelor’s Degree

We have done usability testing with 4 existing GE customers. We have given them a brief introduction about the product and asked 
them to perform a task in a given scenario. During the task, we have observed their behavior and actions. After they have performed 
the task, we asked them about their experience, suggestions and closely analyzed their behavior and actions during that phase.

        1. Customers prefer to buy policy online.

        2. Customers prefer to pay using credit card.

        3. The application process should be easy and fast (eg. Less than 5 minutes) 

        4. In general customers expressed that the application process is fine (wireframe design)

            1. Easy to complete

            2. No help required

            3. Not much familiar with MyInfo Login

        5. Customers didn’t notice and required to use MyAgent button unless asked

        6. Customers who buy online do not wish to reveal their servicing agents about their online purchase

            1. If agent assigned, is there any call expected  from them after purchase?

        7. Customers feel “Save Draft” facility would help continue buying later

        8. Customers feel that there are few information which are not necessary for this SP product

            1. Smoke / Non Smoke - Why it is important ? May trigger to drop off

            2. Unlikely to share Income details, source of wealth and source or fund

            3. Existing policy - Why required? Not willing to share. If Existing GE why not get from database?

            4. Only willing to provide limited info to complete the purchase 

        9. Why Cash option when buying online. 

        10. Why Credit Card option not available for this product.

        11. Why no bank transfer facility is available

        12. When using SRS payment need to find bank account - (don’t remember as NRIC)

        13. Upload documents? Why required when validate through MyInfo? 

        14. Expecting Email Acknowledgement / SMS after the transaction. 

        15. Customers are unclear on how to follow up? (After cash/SRS payment)


Key Insights

Task
        1. Check premium amount for your profile.

        2.  Buy insurance online.

        3.  Use SingPass.

        4. Take agents help to buy insurance


Task Completion Rate (TCR) Average TCT Clicks

87.5% 16:42:0016:42:00 -28%-28%

TCT percent



Visual Design
Visual design is the use of imagery, color, shapes, typography, and form to enhance usability and 
improve the user experience. We created visual designs of 2 products for 2 different platforms.



DEsktop
GEL’s primary focus was desktop and we delivered them 
quality solution. 

QUOTE 

User is putting input basic information.

User will get quotation amount 
after sending input data. User 
is able to see bifurcation of 
amount year wise and benefits 
he/she is going to get after 
maturity.

SHOW QUOTE

User will have to check the 
eligibility conditions to buy this 
product and give chose his/her 

option accordingly.

ELIGIBILITY

User will have to provide some 
informations so that GEL can 
validate information to analysis 
the risk.

FILL PARTICULARS

User will have to give  
declaration to buy insurance 

and  to access information 
regarding future services.

DECLARATION

User will have validate 
provided information and 
uploaded required govt. 
documents.

CONFIRMATION

User will have to choose 
payment method and proceed 

accordingly.

PAYMENT

GEL will give acknowledgment 
regarding insurance request 
and provide proposal 
document to the user and 
assigning agent for assistance.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT



Mobile
We created mobile breakpoints also for responsive 
solution of the product.



Design Language 
SystemDesign Language System plays an important role in digital 

transformation of any organisation. It helps in increasing work 
efficiency and standardisation. We created DLS for GEL, which 
is helping them today in creating new products efficiently.


